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요   약

본 논문에선 리드 솔로몬 복호기의 오류갯수를 별하는 마이크로콘트롤러의 새로운 설계법을 제시한다. 본 설

계법을 통해 기존보다 빠르고 훨씬 회로량이 어든 최 화된 오류갯수 별기용 산술논리연산장치회로를 설계할

수 있었다. 이 리드솔로몬 복호기는 거의 모든 디지털 통신  가 기기의 데이터 보존기기의 보호장치로 사용되어

질 수 있다. 여기서는 제곱계산회로의 최소화가 가능해 병렬처리를 통해 오류갯수 별기의 최 화를 이룰 수 있

었다. 
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we show new method to find number of errors in the Reed-Solomon decoder. New design is 

much faster and has much simpler logic circuit than the former design method. This optimization was possible 

by very simplified square calculating circuit and parallel processing. The microcontroller of this Reed Solomon 

decoder can be used for data protection of almost all digital communication and consumer electronic devices. 

Ⅰ. Introduction

Reed–Solomon codes have since found 

important applications from deep-space communication 

to consumer electronics. They are prominently 

used in consumer electronics such as CDs, DVDs, 

Blu-ray Discs, in data transmission technologies 

such as DSL, in broad cast systems such as DVB 

and ATSC, and in computers.
[2]

In this paper, the optimization means that gate 

counts of the proposed circuit is much smaller 

and the speed of it becomes much faster than the 

circuit by former method. Here cost function 

comes from speed and complexity of the circuit. 

The shortage of the new method is that we 

should transform the GF(2
8) finite field elements 

to GF(24) elements. But we need not go back to 

GF(28) field because we just need to detect zero 

crossing of the determinant of the characteristic 

matrix.
[7] we propose new method to optimize the 

arithmatic logic unit for the processor of RS 

decoder, which is finding the number of errors in 
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Fig. 1. Flow chart for determining number of errors in 1 
RS codeword in case number of errors is less than or 
equal to n
그림 1. 리드 솔로몬 1코드 워드 내 오류 개수가 n개 이하 
일 때의 오류 개수 정 로우차트

one codeword. To start decoding, we should first 

calculate the number of errors in the codeword 

and then 2ndly we are to find the error positions 

and error values. To find the number of errors 

we should compute the determinant value of the 

characteristic matrix. It is very time consumming 

and needs very complicated circuit to get the 

determinant value
[1,6]. So the method presented 

here is showing how to get the determinant value 

of characteristic matrix for eight bit non binary 

symbol error. To optimize the arithmatic logic 

unit circuit of the processor ,we transform GF(2
8) 

galois elements to GF(2
4) elements[5], since GF(24) 

operation is much simpler than GF(28) element 

manipulation. Equation 1 shows the nth order 

characteristic matrix which is checking whether 

the number of errors in the codeword is greater 

than. In section 2 we present the flow steps to 

determine the number of errors in the codeword 

in (2
8) field[7]. In section 3, we present the 

processor structure and in section 4, we showed 

squaring and multiplying circuits of the processor.

In section 5 we compared old design and new 

design for 3 error determining case. Finally in 

section 6 we make our onclusios and show our 

future works.

A= 

    
      
 
 
        

(1)

In Equation (1), A is Nth order Characteristic 

matrix and S‘s are kth order syndromes.

Ⅱ. Determination of Number of Errors in 
the Codeword

Number of errors in one RS codeword(∈GF(2 )) 

are determined by det (A). If there are n errors in 

1 RS codeword, det(A)≠0 and det(A)=0[5]. 

This is shown in Fig.1 flowchart. In Fig.1, we see 

that for 2 errors in one RS codeword,

Det(A) = SS+ S
≠ 0 and

Det(A) = S(SS+ S
)+S

+S
S= 0

(2)

For 3 errors in one RS codeword, 

 
Det(A) = S(SS+S

)+S
+ S

 S≠ 0 and 

Det(A) = S +S +S +S   = 0
(3)

Ⅲ. Optimized Processor Structure for 
Determining the Number of Errors in the 

RS Codeword 

Basic ALU structure of the processor comes from 

Det(A) = SS+ S
 calculation since it contains 

multiply and square computing and all the higher 

order determinants of charact eristic matrices contain 

these multiply and square computing. 
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Fig. 3. Optimized Processor structure
그림 3. 최 화된 처리장치 구조
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그림 4. 옛날 방식의 처리기

Fig. 2. Squaring circuit in GF(2
4
)

그림 2. GF(24)장에서 제곱을 계산하는 회로

Let

C = A X B , and D = A

where 

C, D, A, B ∈ GF(2
8) (4)

Here if

 C = C0 + βC1, C1 and C0 ∈ GF(2
4)

Also

 D = 0 + βD1, D0 and D1∈ GF(2
4)

Then

C0 = A0B0 + A1B1 γ and 

C1 = A0B1 + A1B0 + A1B1
(5)

Also

D0 = A0 + A1 γ , D1 = A1 (6)

Equation (5) can be expressed as follows. 

C = C0 + β(A0B0+(A0+A1)(B0+B1)) (7)

From equation (6), (7), we see that we just need 

γ multiplier, squarer,3 mutipliers and 4 adders in 

GF(2
4) field to compute the (5), (6) equations 

simulta neously so to speedup the processor 

computing[3,6].

The γ multiplier and squarer circuit is very 

simple as shown in fig 2. The Processor ALU and 

its bus configurations for both this optimu m 

structure and former structure in GF(2
8) field are 

shown in Fig3 and 4. 

The proposed processor is definitely much faster 

and logically simpler than the former processor so 

we call it optimized processor to find out the 

number of errors in the RS codeword
[1].

In Fig.3 we see that all buses are consisted by 

two 4 bit wide buses and there are more than 4 

execution units so need 3 bit instruction decoder to 

generate more than 4 enable signals. 

In Fig. 4, we know we need just one bit to 

select one of the execution units(Multiplier and 

Adder). Also In fig.3, MUL means 3GF(24) 
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Mnemonic
C0 + β C1

Operation
C0, C1

Mul_n_Square (2) α7, α10 Det(A2)=S1S
3
+



Mul (1) 0 , α6
 (S1S3+

) S6

Square (0) α11, α3 


Mul_n_Square (2) (α9,1) and (α12,α13) 
 and 



Mul_n_Add (1)
(α9

,α8
)+(α9

,1)

=(0, α6
)


  



ADD (0)
(0,α6)+(0,α6) 

= (0, 0)

(  
)


  



Table. 2. Computing Det (A


) and Det(A) using new 

processor (In ( ), number of steps)
표 2. 새로운 연산 처리장치를 이용한 Det (A) 와 Det(A)

의 계산 (( )안은 필요한 연산단계의 수)

multipliers and ADD means 4GF(24) adders. In 

Fig. 4, MUL is 1GF(28) multiplier and ADD is 

1GF(28) adder.

The gate counts of Fig. 3 and 4. ALUs are in 

Table 1. Table 1 shows new processor is smaller 

than the former one.

In Table 1, we see that new processor is not 

only much faster but also gatecount is m uch 

smaller than that of former processor
[3].

New Processor Old Processor

GF(2
8
) to GF((2

4
) 13

Multipliers 93(31X3) 137

γ Multiplier 1

Square circuit 4

Adder 16(4X4) 8

Table 1. gate counts comparison between old and new 
processor
표 1. 새 방식  옛날방식의 처리기의 gate수

 

Ⅳ. Performance Evaluation of the 
Processor for 2 Error Case 

For 2 error case of the RS Decoder, we need 

to calculate determinants of 2nd order and 3rd 

order characteristic matrices. From equation (2), 

 Det(A) = SS+ S
 ≠ 0

 Det(A) = S(SS+ S
)+S

+S
S  = 0 

To compute using new processor, If

S
k
 = S

k0
 + βS

k1
 (k=1,2,3,n) (8)

<Det (A

) computing>

 Then 1st step :

 SS +SS γ + γS
(LSB 4bits),

 SS+ S
 (MSB 4bits)

 

 2nd step:

 1st step result + S
(LSB 4bits),

 1st step result + SS+ SS(MSB 4bits), 

so we need 2 steps, and each step consumes the 

propagation delay of 1GF(2
4) multiplier (let's call 

it m). 

To compute using former processor, 

1st step : SSis computed. 

2nd step : SS+ S
 is computed. 

So we need 2 steps, and each step consumes 

the propagation delay of GF(2) multiplier (let's 

call it M). Here M ≥ 2.5 m , so the speed of 

new processor is more than 2.5 times faster than 

that of the former one.

<Example> If transmitted code word is all 

zeroes (0,0,0 .....,0) and received codeword is (0,

α,0,0,0,0,0,α,0,...,0) then there are 2 errors, and 

prove it.

<Proof> S  = α ∈ GF(2) = α + β α,

S  = α = α + βα, S= α = α + βα, 

S= α = α + βα, S  = α =α+βα.

Now using new processor we compute as in 

table 2. If we use old processor in GF(2), we 

have only multiplier and adder, and we can't 

compute squaring and multipliering sim 

ultaneously Also we need 2 more sequences tha n 

the new processorrequirng 8 steps to compute det 
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(A).

In table, we see that to compute Det (A) and 

Det(A), we need 6 steps, so delay time is 6M 

(GF(2
4) multiplier delay time). Here we neglect 

adder delay and squaring delay comparing with 

multiplier. total delay of old processor is 8M 

(GF(2) multiplier delay is M = 2.5m) is much 

longer than new processor delay 6 m. This means 

New processor speed is 3 times faster than the 

old processor[4,5]. Also we see that Det (A)≠0 

and Det(A)=0 so there are two errors in the 

received codeword.

Ⅴ. Performance Evaluation of the Pro 
Cessor for 3 Error Case

For 3 error case of the RS Decoder, we need 

to calculate determinants of 3rd order and 4th 

order characteristicmatrices. From equation(3), Det 

(A3) ≠ 0 and Det(A4) =0. In Example 2, we see 

that New processor is much faster than old 

processor for three error case.

<Example 2> 

If transmitted codeword is all zeroes(0,0,0...,0) 

and received codeword is (0,α,0,0,0,0,0,α,1,0,....0), 

Prove that there are 3 errors in received 

codeword.

Sol: 

S  = α,S= α+α+α=α, 

S  = α,S  = α+α+α = α, 

S  = α,S = α,S = α+α+α =α

So, Det(A

) = S( SS+ S

 )+S
+S

S  

= α( αα+α)+α+αα

= αα+α+α = α+α = α ≠ 0

and Det(A) = S +S +S +S   

= αα+α+α+αα+αα

= α+α+α+ α = (00000000) = 0 

There are 3 errors in the received word[6,7].

From table 3 , we need 8 steps to get  . In 

same way,  ,   need 12 steps and   needs 

8 steps. So to get Det(A), we need 4 more 

Mul_n_Add operations (4steps are required) 

resulting totally in 44 steps. 

If we use the former processor to get Det(A4) 

value, we need also 44 steps but speed of new 

processor is 2.5 times faster than the former one 

since new processor uses GF(2
4) multiplier instead 

of GF(2
8
) multiplier

[10]
. In Fig. 5 we show delay 

comparison between two processors to calculate 

the determinant values of characteristicmatrices.

Mnemonic
Value

∈ GF(28)
Operation

Mul_n_Square (2) α96 ,α150
S3S5 , S5

2

Mul_n_Square (2) α139
, α62

S4
2
, S3S5S7

Mul_n_Square (2) α172
, α225

S6
2
, S5

3

Mul_n_Add (1) α114 S4
2S7 + S5

3

Mul_n_Add (1) α33
 S6

2
S3+S4

2
S7+ S5

3

ADD (0) α214 1=S3S5S7+S5
3
 

+S6
2S3 + S4

2S7

Table. 3. Computing   of Det(A) using new processor 

(In ( ),number of steps)
표 3. 새로운 연산처리장치를 이용한 Det(A) 의   계산 

(( ) 안은 필요한 연산단계의 수)
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Fig. 5. Delay comparison between form er and new 
Processors. (Di is delay to calculate the determinant of ith 
order characteristic matrix, Det(Ai) Ya x is: Micro sec.
그림 5. 두 로세서의 지연시간 Di 비교 (Di 는 Det(Ai)를 
계산하는 시간): Y축 단  (1000 나노 ) 
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In Fig. 5., we see that as the number of errors 

detected is increasing, speed of new processor 

becomes more and more faster than the former one

Ⅵ. Conclusion 

Here we proposed new method to optimize the 

processor design to find the number of errors in 

the received Reed-Solomon codeword
[3,7]. Parallel 

processing and application of Subfield theory 

(GF(2
8) to GF(24)) simultaneously is the main 

difference between new design presented here and 

all former design.[3] In RS decoder, this 

determination is essential. We show in this paper, 

new processor is much faster than the former 

design since parallel processing(Multiplication and 

Squaring) and shorter critical path of GF(2) 

multiplier than that of GF(2
 ) multiplier (about 

2.5 times)[9].

We know also number of gates for GF(2) 

multiplier is 31 and that of GF(2
 ) multiplier is 

137.[1,8]
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